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Currently, the nuclear industry is trying to improve the safety of its power plants by applying innovative machining techniques and improved surface treatments for
the materials used. Likewise, these more environmentally friendly techniques reduce cutting fluids such as taladrines in the machining process. Several projects in
the last NUGENIA+ call:, MICRIN+, ASATAR and McSCAMP have compared different types of advanced machining and their impact on mechanical and physical values
such as hardness, roughness and microstructure in the studied material. However, it remains to be demonstrated that this modified surface has an improved
resistance to the EAC crack initiation during a reactor`s service life. The purpose of techniques such as MQL (Minimum Quantity of Lubricant), Cryogenic or
supercritical CO2 or a combination, is to reduce residual tensile stresses and control microstructure changes that remain after applying a conventional machining,
that potentially have a negative influence on the environmentally-assisted cracking (EAC) initiation incubation times.
The objective of the EU sponsored project MEACTOS (Mitigating Environmentally-Assisted Cracking (EAC) through optimization of surfaces) is to verify the
applicability of innovative surface machining techniques and improved surface treatments, successfully applied in industrial sectors such as aeronautics and in
automotive, in the nuclear industry. Additionally mitigation techniques such as cavitation peening are investigated.
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SS 316L machining

Reference Surface (RS): P2000 SiC papers
STI (Surface treatment Industrial): typical for machining of
components of nuclear industry .
SAM1 (Surface advanced machining): Surface machining for
SS316L material. Machining process that works with a flow rate of
scCO2.

Sketch- of the rolling process
performed in Acerinox (Spain)

SAM2 (Surface advanced machining): Surface machining that
works with a flow rate of scCO2 and 1 ml/min Mininum
Quantiqum Lubrication (MQL).
Cavitation Peening: Surface treatment in which a micro-jet
produced by cavitation bubbles of water produces plastic
deformation pit on the surface.
Shot Peening: Surface treatment consists in the impact of small
spherical shot of different materials (ceramic, metallic, etc) on
the material Surface.
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MATERIALS &
MACHINING

MATERIAL
CHARACTERIZATION

Material characterization of 316L and A182 has
been performed. More details can be seen in the
following poster of EUROCORR 2020: “Exploring the
Effect of Surface Machining Treatments on
Microstructure of Cold-Rolled Type 316L Austenitic
Stainless Steel and Alloy 182” (M.g. Burke et al).

TASK 6.1 SCREENING PHASE
Objective: to screen the effectiveness of different
surface treatment methods against EAC initiation in BWR
and LWR conditions. CERT tests (Constant Extension Rate
Tensile): Accelerated environmental test techniques,
where applying mechanical strain of suitable rate
stimulates and accelerates initiation of EAC cracks.
Tapered flat tensile (TFT) specimens are used.

Ultrafine-grained (UFG) layer was found for all machined surfaces. For as-received
specimens, the polished side always look rougher compared to STI side and the
machining residuals are always present at the edges of STI side. From preliminary results
of task 6.1 for A182 STI in BWR conditions it can be concluded that tests with lowest
strain rate (1x10-7) led to lower ultimate stress and more cracks. More cracks were found
on polished side than on STI. From results obtained in task 6.1 and for the A182 material
in BWR and PWR conditions threshold stress values have been confirmed for both
materials. The threshold values obtained will be the starting point for task 6.2.

TASK 6.2 VERIFICATION
Objective: to verify and validate the data obtained in Task 6.1. CL Tests
(Constant Load Tests): Constant Load Tests will be carried out to the
specimens with normal and improved surface treatment under
aggressive environments (supercritical water (SCW) or hydrogenated
steam vapor (HSV) at the highest eligible temperature). Applying these
test techniques might also allow for the determination of a further
important parameter of EAC process – crack initiation time.
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